By CARL PUTNAM

Free flu shots will be offered by the University Health Services to all students, faculty and staff for the first time.

The program, new this year, is engineered by Carol Seager, Director of the Health Center, and Dr James Moriarty. Flu shots are very important, especially in a campus environment where so many people live in such close contact, according to Dr. James Moriarty, who is instituting the program.

"Most people have a misconception of influenza," he said. "Influenza is not just diarrhea and vomiting. Rather, it is a respiratory disease that causes headaches, coughs, for a period of two to three weeks, he said. "Influenza is very difficult to treat. Plan on being laid up for a week."

Moriarty advised all students to avail themselves of the program. People should get flu inoculations annually because flu shots are not part of the Central Greenwood General Motors Corp. and the United Auto Workers union met in subcommittees this month, even if the Sandinistas agreed to hold new presidential elections well before those scheduled for 1990, said the newspaper quoted an unidentified union official as saying.

Among the other conditions, the Sandinistas must release all of their roughly 2,300 political prisoners, negotiate a cease-fire with the contras, give the contras unconditional amnesty that allows them to run for office, put an end to Cuba and Soviet military aid and evict all Cuban and Soviet military advisers.

Carlos Tunnerman Bernheim, Nicaragua's ambassador to the United States, said his government had no intention of meeting the conditions.

"We have a constitution that demands to Nicaragua listed in Beauchamp case

Judge Robert Anderson, a clerk said.

Root and Nilda Lopez were arrested Sept. 11 at a cabin in rural Meconia County, several days before the police from several agencies tracked them to the cabin in western Lower Michigan.

Lopez was arrested along with Root on charges of passing bad checks at a grocery store in Marley, also in Meconia County, several days before the police from several agencies tracked them to the cabin in western Lower Michigan.
In Brief

More than 20,000 visitors have attended the "Life: The Second Decade, 1945-1965," exhibit of 300 classic black and white photographs from Life magazine at the Snite Museum of Art. The exhibition was organized and circulated by the International Center of Photography. The exhibition will close Oct. 11 with a reception from 2 to 4 p.m., during which four posters of Marilyn Monroe will be given away. - The Observer

Rock Over London features the latest release from Yess, Lloyd Cole and the Commotions, and Squeeze, as well as a Billy Idol live set. Also, the '70s Rock Top 5, can be heard at midnight on 88.9 WSNF-FM. - The Observer

SUB Campus Entertainment Committee will hold a short meeting tonight at 7 in the Montgomery Theatre, first floor Lafortune. Anyone interested in getting involved please attend. - The Observer

Great Hunger Clean-Up '88 Organizational Meeting tonight at 7 in the Center for Social Concerns. People interested in helping with fundraising, worksites, recruitment, and publicity please attend. - The Observer

Eating Awareness Training Session 3: How to deal with the problem? Nancy Schoeneman will speak at the session on Tuesday at 3:30 in Room 200, University Counseling Center, 3rd floor Student Health Service. Speaker: Nancy Schoeneman, M.A. - The Observer

CROP Walk sign ups will be held this week in dorms and dining halls. The walk, part of a nation wide campaign to help the poor around the world, will start at 2 p.m. at St. Joseph High School on Oct. 11. - The Observer

The One Minute manager, a film presentation given by the CAPRODPA Club will be shown Tuesday night at 7 in 310 O'Shaughnessy. The film will feature basic managerial skills and techniques to increase productivity of managers and subordinates. - The Observer

Urban Plunge registration continues today through Friday, October 9 at 3:00 p.m. Registration packets are available at Notre Dame from the center for Social Concerns and from Campus Ministry (Badin Hall or Library), and from the Office of Justice Education (Regina Hall). For more information, call Dan Keusal at 239-7943. - The Observer

The College of Science will sponsor a sophomore orientation in the Heushbug Library Auditorium at Tuesday at 8:00 p.m. Refreshments will be served. - The Observer

The Gerontology Honor Society (Sigma Phi Omega) will hold an organizational meeting Monday, October 5 at 7:00 p.m. in the Memorial Library Lounge. All interested are invited to attend. - The Observer

Junior Dogbook Pictures for Saint Mary’s students will be held Monday and Tuesday from 5:30-9 p.m. in the Haggar Parlor. Juniors must bring a quote to run next to their picture and $8.00. - The Observer


Of Interest

We want to know! If you see or hear of anything you consider newsworthy, let The Observer know. Call The Observer news desk at 239-5360 anytime, day or night.
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Shut up and listen, I've got something to say

"Shut up and listen!"

Sometimes these words seem to be the only way to get anyvone’s attention around here. Everyone is so busy shouting, insulting and degrading each other through columns, letters and personal ads that discussion seems to be nearly a lost art. And the loss of this ability to communicate hurts the University as a place of education.

Education is the primary goal of this learning institution; we may differ in our opinions about the appropriate process for that education or what it is that should be taught, but for the most part we acknowledge that we are here to learn. By everyone.“ We must mean more than just having our heads stuffed full of quadratic equations, Shakespeare and Church teachings. Education is not supposed to be a passive experience. The Latin root of the word, “educare,” means to lead forth or to draw out. The process of education when understood as a “drawing out,” necessitates a free interplay of new and different ideas which are to be taken from others, exposed to criticism and eventually accepted or rejected.

Clearly, then, the art of dialogue is essential to Notre Dame’s work. Our ability to speak with and, more importantly, listen to each other is the litmus test by which we can judge our success as a place of learning.

In order to deal with the problem, Nancy Schoeneman will speak at the session on Tuesday at 3:30 in Room 200, University Counseling Center, 3rd floor Student Health Service. Speaker: Nancy Schoeneman, M.A. - The Observer

It is ironic, though perhaps surprisingly, that these factions which are at the extremes on this campus employ the very same attitude and method in dealing with issues like abortion, feminism and homosexuality. The campus “right” (those who believe they are right) operate on a level of smugness. Their attitude boils down to, “I know the truth of this issue, and I have nothing more to learn about it. If you cannot see my position then you are a liberal and if you are a liberal you are a fool. I have no time for you or your opinions.” The left, not to be outdone, responds, “You are wrong, you are very very wrong. The things which you believe are illusions and if you cannot see this you are obstinate and deserve to be attacked and mocked.”

There is no room for either of these attitudes in a community which wishes to foster learning and growth.

If someone really believes that they see compellingly wrong in our views and if they wish to see reform, then it is incumbent upon them to share their vision with us.

We have a right to know Article 13.1 of the Notre Dame Constitution, known as the “Right to Know,” states that “The University shall not be held to be a passive witness to wrong when the individual who is wronged or the group who is aggrieved is legally competent to present their case.”

We, as Notre Dame students, are entitled to a fair hearing to help us understand the opposition the better we understand our mouths and open our minds. Factionalism is rampant on campus and associate only with those who share our views and from our snugg nest of ideology label everyone else as “them.”

It is ironical that our criticism of these factions which are at the extremes on this campus employ the very same attitude and method in dealing with issues like abortion, feminism and homosexuality. The campus “right” (those who believe they are right) operate on a level of smugness. Their attitude boils down to, “I know the truth of this issue, and I have nothing more to learn about it. If you cannot see my position then you are a liberal and if you are a liberal you are a fool. I have no time for you or your opinions.” The left, not to be outdone, responds, “You are wrong, you are very very wrong. The things which you believe are illusions and if you cannot see this you are obstinate and deserve to be attacked and mocked.”

There is no room for either of these attitudes in a community which wishes to foster learning and growth.

If someone really believes that they see compellingly wrong in our views and if they wish to see reform, then it is incumbent upon them to share their vision with us.
Frontrunner Bush tours Europe

Associated Press

WASHINGTON - Polish Solidarity leader Lech Walesa had just lavishly praised Vice President Bush in Warsaw as a man who "deserves to lead a great nation," when Bush was asked how it felt to have the equivalent of a campaign endorsement from one of the world's best known figures.

"The question is, how many relatives does he have in Iowa?" the vice president replied with barely a pause.

"That's the only thing I want to know."

Bush's jocular reference to the state that will pick early, relatives does he have in Iowa?"

Bush was asked how it felt to be granted the equivalent of a campaign endorsement from one of the world's best known figures.

"I was asked how it felt to have the equivalent of a campaign endorsement from one of the world's best known figures," the vice president replied with barely a pause.

"That's the only thing I want to know," Bush said.

Bush's chief of staff, Craig Fuller, told reporters he believes Bush is helped politically every time he undertakes a foreign policy assignment because it underscores his experience in the field.

Bush's conservative campaign rivals may envy the vice president the dramatic videotape of him and Walesa appearing before thousands of cheering Poles at the balcony of a pro-Solidarity church in Poland.

However, they may also criticize Bush for several elements of his trip.

The prospective agreement with the Soviet Union to eliminate intermediate-range nuclear weapons, which some conservatives already are complaining about.

Bush's delicate mission in Poland. There, he lent moral support to outlawed Solidarity and Walesa with a series of dramatic gestures, but agreed to help the Communist Polish government ameliorate its foreign debt problem without winning concrete human rights concessions from ruling Gen. Wojciech Jaruzelski in exchange.

President Bush in Warsaw as a man who "deserves to lead a great nation," when Bush was asked how it felt to have the equivalent of a campaign endorsement from one of the world's best known figures.
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FIRESIDE CHATS
12:15 - 1:00, MONDAY THRU FRIDAY, IN THE ISO LOUNGE ON THE 2nd FLOOR LAFORTUNE.

Laidback, lunchtime talks with various members of the faculty who relate their experiences abroad. These are not lectures but rather relaxed open dialogues.

Free lunch is provided.

October 5th: Prof. Matta on the Middle East
October 6th: Prof. Bellis on Africa
October 7th: Prof. Ruccio on Latin America
October 8th: Prof. Delgado on Spain
October 9th: Prof. Burrell on Israel
Crime in decline: down 20 percent since 1981

Associated Press

WASHINGTON - Americans were victimized by an estimated 34.1 million crimes last year, a decline of three-quarters of a million from 1985, according to the Bureau of Justice Statistics.

The survey counts crimes whether or not they were reported to police and uses the results to estimate the number of criminal incidents nationwide. Criminologists say the five-year downward trend is due to the aging of the baby-boom generation, the movement of people born after World War II out of the age group most prone to committing crimes, those from 15 to 24.

As the children of baby-boomers come of age in increasing numbers later this decade, crime levels should begin rising, turning upward because of the "sheer number of children entering their teenage years," said Marvin Wolfgang, professor of criminology and law at the University of Pennsylvania.

Last year's figures may represent a bottoming out of the decline, which showed some signs of slowing down in 1986, said Alfred Blumstein, dean of the school of urban and public policy.

The toughest job you'll ever love.

The suspects were turned over to the South Bend Police Dept, which notified Notre Dame Security of the incident.

1:10 p.m. A Laffortune employee reported the theft of his die cast model from the kitchen between noon and 4 p.m. on Friday.

2:35 p.m. A Notre Dame employee reported his lost and stolen glasses to his car sometime between 11:30 a.m. and 12:30 p.m. Damage is estimated at $60.

4:30 p.m. A Physics Dept. employee found a set of keys on Juniper Road at the 82 Library crosswalk and turned them into Notre Dame Security.

5:30 p.m. A Keenan Hall resident reported the theft of his "Bill Hargis" windbreaker jacket and wallet from Keenan Center between 3:00 and 4:30 p.m.

Sunday, October 4

1:41 a.m. A Soren Bell II was involved in a physical altercation with four Marquette University students after asking them to leave the dorm.

4:40 a.m. A Fisher Hall resident reported that he was assaulted by four homev in the Collegiate House.

He was transported to a local hospital for treatment for facial lacerations.

12:30 p.m. A Lewis Hall resident reported the theft of his Sony car stereo and speakers from his car in the D6 parking lot.

The day after leaving the hospital, Woodward said, Reagan collapsed into a chair, hospital, Woodward said, "If you knew the true story, it would make your hair stand on end," Haig said while touring the Liberty Millwork factory on Friday.

Haig, campaigning in New Hampshire for the Republican presidential nomination, said he agreed with author Bob Woodward's depiction of a White House in chaos and a president who was seriously impaired after being shot in the chest.

In his new book, "Veil: the Secret Wars of the CIA, 1981-1987," Woodward wrote that White House aides soon discovered that the smiling and waving president who left the hospital two weeks after the shooting had been acting for the public.

The day after leaving the hospital, Woodward said, Reagan collapsed into a chair, spoke in a raspy whisper and had to use oxygen to recover.

During the following days, the increasing numbers later this decade, crime levels should begin rising, turning upward because of the "sheer number of children entering their teenage years," said Marvin Wolfgang, professor of criminology and law at the University of Pennsylvania.

Last year's figures may represent a bottoming out of the decline, which showed some signs of slowing down in 1986, said Alfred Blumstein, dean of the school of urban and public policy.

Crimes to take oath as director of FBI

Associated Press

WASHINGTON - William Sessions, now scheduled to take formal charge of the FBI later this week, said Saturday he felt fine but "a little gray" as he left a hospital where he had been treated for a bleeding ulcer.

Sessions originally had been scheduled to take the oath as FBI director at a ceremony last Thursday, but the proceedings had to be postponed when he was admitted into George Washington University Medical Center after becoming ill on an airline flight.

"I feel fine - a little gray but I feel good generally," Sessions told reporters as he left the hospital.

He was accompanied by his wife, Alice, who carried a bouquet of yellow roses.

Sessions said his swearing-in ceremony had been rescheduled for 2:30 p.m. Thursday at the FBI building.

He praised his doctors and said he intended to follow their advice, which included a special diet and some medication.

Sessions was stricken Wednesday night aboard an airliner on the way from Dallas to Washington and was taken by FBI officials from National Airport to the hospital. There, doctors discovered a previously undiagnosed small ulcer in the upper portion of the small intestine.

Sessions had taken aspirin on an empty stomach, became sick and fainted on the flight from Dallas. Doctors said the ulcer flared up when he took the aspirin.
Reagan hails trade agreement

Associated Press
WASHINGTON - President Reagan hailed a tentative U.S.-Canadian trade agreement Sunday that would eliminate all tariffs between the two countries as a historic pact beneficial to both nation's economies.

"Now, in addition to sharing the world's largest undefended border, we will share membership in the world's largest free trade area," Reagan began in a statement released at the White House.

Treasury Secretary James Baker and Canadian Finance Minister Michael Wilson said at a joint news conference that they were confident the agreement would be ratified by the U.S. Senate and Canada's parliament. Both described it as a "win-win situation," good for both countries.

U.S. trade Representative Clayton Yeutter said any of the proposed tariffs would be dropped upon implementation of the treaty and others would be phased out over five to 10 years. Baker said the tentative agreement also eliminates other trade barriers and will improve trade in agriculture. He called it a "political signal against protectionism."

Baker described the negotiations, which he said culminated a 100-year effort to reach a trade agreement between the two countries, as "taxing and at times overwhelming.

U.S. and Canadian negotiators had settled on the general framework for the pact linking the world's two largest trading partners just before the midnight Saturday deadline that had been set for submission of the agreement to Congress.

Neither side gave many details of the agreement at the news conference.

"There is a lot of text," Baker said. "I would characterize it as an agreement in principle. We still have to cross some t's and dot some i's, but we are continuing to clean up loose ends."

The president's statement said, "This historic agreement will strengthen both our economies and over time create thousands of jobs in both countries. It will serve as an important model for other nations seeking to improve their trading relationships."

Theը president said the pact will remove all Canadian tariffs and sharply improve access to Canada's markets for U.S. manufacturing, agricultural, high technology and financial sectors; improve U.S. security by opening access to Canadian energy supplies, and offer new investment opportunities.

The president telephoned Canadian Prime Minister Brian Mulroney Monday afternoon after returning from his weekend at Camp David, according to White House spokesman Marlin Fitzwater.

Report accuses State Dept. of illegal propaganda

Associated Press
WASHINGTON - An office within the State Department engaged in an illegal, covert "white propaganda" effort to generate support for the Reagan administration's policies in Central America and the Caribbean at times arranged news media interviews for leaders of Nicaragua's Contra rebels and generated opinion articles opposing Nicaragua's leftist Sandinista government for placement in major media outlets, while carefully concealing its own role in the publicity effort, according to investigators for the General Accounting Office, Congress' investigative arm.

For example, a March 11, 1985 opinion column in the Wall Street Journal on the offensive threat posed by Soviet attack helicopters in Nicaragua was attributed to Rice University professor John Gullimar Jr. GAO said Gullimar's status as a paid consultant to the public diplomacy office and the office's collaboration on the article apparently were not disclosed to the newspaper.

The GAO concluded that the activities "were misleading as to their origin and reasonably concealed," according to its first chief, political appointee Otto J. Reich. Reich now is U.S. ambassador to Venezuela.

The office has come under previous criticism for its awarding of contracts to international Business Communications, a public relations firm that worked closely with fired White House aide Lt. Col. Oliver North on private efforts to help the Contras.

Badly shaken
Art Walker, a resident off Whittier, Calif., contemplates the floor of his den as about 200 Klan demonstrators and about 25 other anti-Klan supporters looked on. Meanwhile, about 300 anti-Klan demonstrators and spectators gathered a few hundred feet away, some of them shouting "Death to the Klan!" and "KKK go home!"

About 40 police officers in riot gear stood by as the two demonstrations were held. Another anti-Klan rally in Lancaster, about nine miles away, attracted some 600 persons who lit candles and said prayers.

Earlier, five anti-Klan protesters were arrested after brawls with Klanmen, police said.

About nine groups, including the Jesus Christ of Nazareth Conference of Christians and Jews, supported the anti-Klan vigil.

Teachers strike expected to end

Associated Press
CHICAGO - Teachers considered Sunday whether to accept a tentative contract agreement that would return them to their classrooms, ending a four-week school strike that has been the longest in the city's history.

The Chicago Teachers Union House of Delegates was expected to approve the two-year pact, sending the system's 28,000 teachers and other striking employees back to the classroom Monday, said union spokesman Chuck Burdeen.

If approved by the delegates, the contract would be submitted for a rank-and-file vote over the next few weeks, Burdeen said.

The system's 430,000 students would return Tuesday, officials said.

KKK holds rally, attracts protestors

Associated Press
EPIRATA, Pa. - Ku Klux Klanmen dressed in traditional white garb garnered a 15-foot cross Saturday night at a rally in this quiet township, while hundreds of opponents staged counterdemonstrations.

Klan Imperial Wizard James Farrands of Shelton, Conn., and about 25 other Klanmen lit the cross as about 200 Klan supporters looked on. Meanwhile, about 300 anti-Klan demonstrators and spectators gathered a few hundred feet away, some of them shouting "Death to the Klan!" and "KKK go home!"

About 40 police officers in riot gear stood by as the two demonstrations were held. Another anti-Klan rally in Lancaster, about nine miles away, attracted some 600 persons who lit candles and said prayers.

Earlier, five anti-Klan protesters were arrested after brawls with Klanmen, police said.

About nine groups, including the Jesus Christ of Nazareth Conference of Christians and Jews, supported the anti-Klan vigil.

College of Science
SOPHOMORE ORIENTATION
OCTOBER 6, 1987 - 8:00 P.M.
REFRESHMENTS SERVED
UNIVERSITY HAIR STYLISTS
OCTOBER SPECIAL!!
Free shampoo or conditioner for every perm given in the month of October
Please drop in & try our free samples of Nexus products
We're located in LaFortune Center 9 am-9 pm Monday thru Friday 9 am - 4 pm Saturdays
We've already heard a lot in these pages about presidential politics in this day and age. So what is really going on? It seems they have done the mainstream cen-
tered around certain key issues, such as a candidate's stand on domestic spending or his view of the Soviet Union. Or the media examined his vote-
gaining ability among certain groups and geographic regions. But lately, searching for news about the current presidential contest has been like flip-
ning through the latest edition of People magazine. Some recent headlines? Gary Hart and Princess Diana—scandal sheets tell all! Joe Biden plagiarizes Kinncok, Kennedy, et al! Biden cheats on law school, Star Wars, Gary Hart won't run, tearfully cites the dread of needless "photo opportunities!" Nowadays, one is more likely to see the members of the media peering into bedrooms, sort-
ing through trash, or rifling through grade school records. One wouldn't be surprised to see George Will replaced by Bona Barrett.

Kevin Smant

guest column

Since Democratic candidates so far have borne the brunt of this media maelstrom, Patricia Schroeder wept that she feared too many people would try to "put her on trial." Patricia Schroeder won't, run, tearfully cites the dread of needless "photo opportunities!" Nowadays, one is more likely to see the members of the media peering into bedrooms, sort-
ing through trash, or rifling through grade school records. One wouldn't be surprised to see George Will replaced by Bona Barrett.

Kevin Smant

Support of Contras

Dear Editor:

I am writing to convey my concern about the support of the Contras by the U.S. government. I feel the need to express my concern on the views presented by Glenn Fogarty in his September 29 column. Mr. Fogarty has presented a succinct, cogent argument for the need to support the Contras in their struggle against the Sandinistas. However, I feel that his analysis is not entirely fair to both sides of the conflict.

I agree that the Sandinistas have committed atrocities, but the Contras are not blameless. Both sides have engaged in acts of violence and brutality. The Contras have also been accused of human rights abuses.

I feel it is important to consider the broader context of the conflict. The Sandinistas came to power through a popular uprising, and they have attempted to address the needs of the people. The Contras, on the other hand, have been supported by outside forces, and their actions have often been motivated by political gain rather than a commitment to improving the lives of the people.

I believe that a peaceful resolution to the conflict is possible, but it will require a commitment to dialogue and compromise on both sides. I urge readers to consider the complex nature of the conflict and to seek a solution that truly represents the interests of the people of Nicaragua.

Sincerely,

[Signature]

Garry Trudeu

Doonesbury

Quote of the Day

"If wrinkles must be written upon our brows, let them not be written upon our heart. The spirit should never grow old." - James A. Garfield

Press overstepping its boundaries
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KISS LATEST OFFER 'HEAVY METAL THERAPY'

Kris Murthy

T

he press release for the new Kiss album Crazy Nights says that Kiss has delivered another album of the 'oversized, supercharged music that their fans have been clamoring for.' Unfortunately for Kiss and its fans, this just isn't so.

Kiss is oversold. In the hackneyed way that most metal bands are, that means you get a picture of Paul Stanley reveling his bald head on the album cover and lyrics like "You're looking nasty and I'm in too deep/You'll be real happy to see bikini briefs on the album tonight." If stale sexual posing was enough to make a great heavy metal band, Kiss might still be as big as they are. That's just a lie. Speed-metal tedium where they rip off Van Halen's 'Get Up' which was a ripped-off speed-metal song in general.

Guitarist Bruce Kulick runs up and down the fret-board as fast as he can, and drummer Eric Carr hits his toms relentlessly in search of the elusive Alex Van Halen sound, but that only means that "No, No, No" ends up sounding like Van Halen. For a band like Kiss, once the most easily recognizable band in the world, being generic is sad indeed.

In fact "generic" is the key word to this whole album. Generic production, generic playing, generic ripped jeans and leather and generic lyrics like "Turn on the night," and it has a catchy hook, lyrics that belong in a beer commercial. (You are my crowd 'They love me when I sing a soloing. In short it's a Bon Jovi song.

Even worse, Kiss used to be an original (if goofy) band capable of writing compelling tunes like "Rock and Roll All Night" and "Shout It Out Loud." This is a rumor this summer that Kiss was going to put its make-up on back on and go back to spitting blood and fire. It might have been stupid, but at least it was funny. It could have rescued them from the dreaded world of heavy metal tedium where they now reside. Skip Crazy Nights and go buy Love Gun or Destroyer instead.

Calvin and Hobbes

Bill Watterson

YOUR DAD AND I ARE GOING OUT TO SEE A MOVIE TONIGHT.

WHAT'S THE PLAN?

CAN'T COME TO YOU.

BONE ORANGE ANCHOS SHOUGED TO THE CHARACTERS ON THE DOOR.
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How to find the broker who fits your needs

By JOHN WHOLIHAN
Business Writer

This is the second in a series of investment tips for Notre Dame students.

The first part of this series discussed the opportunities available to the small investor in the stock market.

This part of the series will focus on the differences between brokerage companies, and how these differences influence a new investor’s choice of brokers.

If a potential investor has funds that are ready to be invested, the first step is to decide with whom to place the funds.

One of the most common ways to find a broker is to employ the services of a stockbroker.

A full-service decision an investor faces is one of choosing either a full-service broker or a discount broker. A new investor must examine the advantages and disadvantages of each.

A full-service broker is employed by a firm such as E.F. Hutton or Thompson McKinnon. These firms offer a full-service because they offer a wide range of investment services.

An investor with money will have no trouble meeting with a broker. As a new investor, you will want to find somebody trustworthy and somebody who will work with you to meet your investment objectives.

Many new investors will be referred to a stockbroker by a friend. This is usually a wise move since this will provide the novice with the confidence to proceed.

After deciding on what type of investments to pursue the investor should expect occasional contact from the broker, as necessary, to keep informed of the investment.

An investor should feel free to contact the broker and inquire about the investor’s financial position or investment objectives.

Wall Street continues climb

NEW YORK. The stock market inched ahead Friday, recovering from some early selling as interest rates rose and signing showed signs of steadying.

The Dow Jones average of 30 industrials was up at 1,460.99, finishing the week with a net gain of 70.82 points.

Volume on the New York Stock Exchange came to 188.07 million shares, against 192.50 million in the previous session.

Analysts said money traders had been impressed by the market’s forceful rise Thursday, when the same day signal an end to the setback it suffered in late August and most of September.

The advance paused Friday morning as interest rates rose in the bond market. But by midafternoon rates on long-term Treasury securities were moving downward.

Meanwhile, investors also were faced with signs of continuing strength in the economy. The Labor Department reported that civilian unemployment rate dropped to 5.9 percent in September from 6.0 percent the month before.

The data showed an increase of 132,000 in nonfarm payroll employment, compared with a revised gain of 152,000 in August.

Energy stocks were mostly higher Friday, prices rising spurred by talk in Iran of increasing tensions between that nation and the United States. Amoco gained 1 to 84; Atlantic Richfield 1 to 96; Occidental Petroleum 1 to 35; Chevron to 55, and Texaco to 41.

American Express Inc. jumped 4 to 49. Donald Trump, New York real estate developer and financier, asked that government regulators give him clearance to buy as many as 49 percent of its stock as he might want.

Earlier in the week, Trump began talks with Interstate Properties of New Jersey about a possible joint acquisition of Alexander’s, an operator of department stores in the New York City area.

Advancing issues outnumbered declines by about 8 to 7 in the New York Stock Exchange group, with 817 up, 706 down and 465 unchanged. The exchange volume was 118.7 million shares, compared with 139.0 million on Thursday.
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Wall Street continues climb

Steel rebounding

By JOHN WHOLIHAN
Business Writer

The U.S. steel industry is turning around, and no company better exemplifies this than Northwestern Steel and Wire Co.

Located west of Chicago, Northwestern has seen sales increase from $7.2 million to $400 million in the last 5 years.

How do they compete? They work strictly from industry scrap metal, avoiding the more expensive ore processing.

After three years of losses totaling over two million dollars, last year they had a $6 million profit followed by this year's profit of $6 million. The U.S. is back.

The Business of Politics. Many agree that there is no frontrunner in the Democratic race for President. Many will also admit that they do not know what distinguishes one candidate from another. The winner may be the most successful fundraiser.

Federal law states that for any given election an individual may not donate more than $1,000 to a candidate. Professional fundraisers will phone businesses for a $1,000 donation and then try to use the businesses’ connections to find other $1,000 donors. The candidates with the most money will have the best chance of winning early primaries and caucuses, especially “Super Tuesday.”

Why do people donate to campaigns? Some people are enthusiastic about a certain candidate, while others will donate and arrange for other donations to make business connections. Large donors expect possible intangible returns. As far as the 1988 presidential race goes, the Democrats will field a few financially sound candidates even if nobody knows who they stand for.

Wolfliand and Murray

Business Briefs

The Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation, more commonly known as the FDIC, is not enjoying a banner year even though economic indicators are rising. Last week, the FDIC announced that it expects to deal with 300 bank failures in the United States in 1987. With three failures in Houston last week, the national total so far this year is 141. Is your bank next? It might be if it is in Texas, where a troubled economy and a poor real estate market have contributed to a nation-leading 42 failures.

Happy Whatever! Greeting cards made the headlines this week. The number two greeting card company, American Greetings, recently announced that second quarter profits were off 82 percent from second quarter 1986. American Greetings, as a result, has adopted a competitive pricing strategy of lowering their prices to obtain more of the market. The company now controls about 35 percent of the market, trailing Hallmark by 5 percent. American Greetings hopes to end this pricing strategy if the retail sector of the economy improves. Greeting card retailers are expecting an improve- ment by Christmas. Retailers especially look forward to growing card sales because retailers usually enjoy a 100 percent markup on each card sold.

The Last Word. Ralph Waldo Emerson, as quoted in Forbes: “We are shut up in schools, and colleges, and recreation-rooms, for fourteen or fifteen years, and come out at last with a bag of wind, a memory of words, and do not know anything.”

Protectionism growing in D.C.

Associated Press

TRADE legislation under review by a House Ways and Means Committee could reduce the nation’s trade deficit by breaking down barriers, said Rep. Jim Jonta, D-Ill., Friday.

“I think this is probably the most important legislation affecting our economy to be considered by Congress this year,” said Jonta.

A conference committee is considering 19 trade measures passed by the House in April and the Senate in July. Congress wants the eventual product to include House proposals requiring U.S. trade representatives to negotiate with nations that have barriers or tariffs to block or impede the flow of American products.

He also supports a proposal that would force the United States, if the negotiations fail, to restrict imports of products from countries that keep their restrictive trade polices.

The threat of sanctions could be a potent negotiating tool to get countries to change their policies, making imposition of the sanctions unlikely, Jonta said.

Top 5 Domino’s Toppings

1. Pepperoni
2. Ham
3. Mushroom
4. Sausage
5. Onion

Associated Press

We offer a discount brokerage service advertised daily in The Wall Street Journal and in the business section of local newspapers.

Discount brokerage firms often offer a discount brokerage service.

With a discount firm, an investor can call a registered broker. This broker is not the investor’s personal broker, and in most cases the investor will not speak with the same broker.

The investor will not receive any investment advice or recommendations from a discount broker.

Some investors will use both types of brokers to handle their investment. However, the discount broker is a very economical way to invest if one is sure of his own decisions. Discounters are also good for one-time sales.

Some investors will use both types of brokers to handle their investment. However, the discount broker is a very economical way to invest if one is sure of his own decisions. Discounters are also good for one-time sales.

Some investors will use both types of brokers to handle their investment. However, the discount broker is a very economical way to invest if one is sure of his own decisions. Discounters are also good for one-time sales.
College Football

FSU loses game, gamble

Associated Press

Bobby Bowden, who likes to win as much as anything else, was kicking himself because he didn't play for a tie. Rather than let Derek Schmidt attempt an extra-point kick that would have given the fourth-ranked Florida State Seminoles a tie with third-ranked arch-rival Miami, Fla., Bowden decided to go for a two-point conversion and a possible victory with 42 seconds to play on Saturday.

When Danny McManus' conversion pass was knocked down by Mark McDowell, the Seminoles were left with a 26-23 loss.

No. 1 Oklahoma 56, Iowa State 3

Jamelle Holieway passed for two touchdowns and carried 22 times for 101 yards and scored two fourth-quarter touchdowns to lead the Sooners to a victory over Iowa State. Iowa State fell to 8-4-1 in the Big Eight Conference.

No. 2 Nebraska 30, South Carolina 21

Keith Jones rushed for 129 yards and scored two fourth-quarter touchdowns on 3-yard runs for Nebraska. Todd Ellis threw three touchdown passes of 25, 37 and 45 yards.

No. 6 Auburn 20, Arkansas 13

In the third quarter, Auburn took over at the Arkansas 2 with 1:29 remaining to play. The Tigers won as Auburn place-kicker David Browndyke kicked a 22-yard field goal at 0:55 for a 20-13 lead as time ran out on the game.

No. 7 LSU 13, No. 19 Florida 10

David Browndyke kicked a 34-yard field goal with 5:34 remaining to snap a 10-10 tie. Florida had a chance to tie it, but Robert McNutt wasn't right on a 27-yard field goal attempt with 15 seconds remaining.

No. 9 Ohio State 10, Illinois 6

Tom Tupa ran five yards for a touchdown and Matt Frantz kicked a 25-yard field goal to give Ohio State a 10-0 lead early in the second quarter. Illinois dominated after that but managed only Scott Mohr's 11-yard scoring pass to Anthony Williams as the game wound down. Jeff Illinois reached the Ohio State 20 in the final minute before running out of downs.

No. 10 Tennessee 38, California 12

Freshman Reggie Cobb scored on runs of 14 and 23 yards and also caught a 25-yard scoring pass for Tennessee. Quarterback Jeff Francis completed 21 of 38 passes for 220 yards.

No. 11 UCLA 49, Stanford 0

Gaston Green, who became UCLA's career rushing leader, sprinted 91 yards for a touchdown and set up another on a 54-yard pass play. Green ran for 139 yards, increasing his career total to 3,271 yards and passed Michigan's Mike McNeil's total of 3,316.

No. 12 Michigan 49, Wisconsin 6

Senior tailback Jamie Morris rushed for 183 yards and scored on runs of 35, 13 and 1 yards. Jamie Morris moved into third place on the Wolverines' career rushing list with 3,289 yards. No. 2 Rob Lytle had 3,317 and Butch Woolfolk finished with 3,361.

No. 14 Penn State 27, Temple 14

Blair Thomas ran for 167 yards and two touchdowns as the Nittany Lions, 4-1, beat the Owls for the 13th consecutive time. Thomas surpassed 150 yards rushing for the third consecutive game, the best Penn State streak since All-American John Cappelletti surpassed 150 yards in four consecutive games in 1973.

Texas Tech 27, No. 15 Texas A&M 21

Tyrone Thurman, Texas Tech's 5-foot-3, 130-pound mighty mite, returned a punt 74 yards for the game's first touchdown for Texas Tech, who won with two passes interceptions in the final minutes of play.

In other Top Twenty action, No. 13 Arizona State rolled over Texas El Paso, 35-16, Oregon upset No. 16 Washington, 29-22, No. 17 Alabama beat SW Louisiana, 38-13, Michigan State upset No. 1 Iowa, 19-14, and No. Georgia held off Mississippi, 31-14.

NFL action off the field too

Associated Press

Pickets in Philadelphia closed the gates to the stadium and only 4,074 fans entered. They were few when the Police Force entered the stadium. Thousands of union members supporting the NFL players demonstrated at the stadium.

In Detroit, seven people were arrested for disorderly conduct after a 10-game strike. A 10-game strike was won by the players.
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Foreign Service Career

Representing the United States abroad as a Foreign Service Officer

The Initial Step:

The Annual Foreign Service Written Examination

December 5, 1987
Deadline for receipt of application:

October 23, 1987

You may obtain an application from your Campus Placement Office or by calling (703) 235-9376 or 235-8295

Eligibility Requirements:

To be eligible to take the Foreign Service Written Examination:

• At least 20 years old on the date of the examination;
• Citizens of the United States;
• Available for WORLDWIDE ASSIGNMENT, including Washington, D.C.

An Equal Opportunity Employer

Sports Briefs

The Racquetball Club will start league play Tuesday, October 6, and Thursday, October 8. Schedules will be ready soon and both leagues will be played at 221 or room 218 Cavanaugh. Call Dave (1425) or Mark (1422).

The field hockey team will play at Albion today at 1 p.m. - The Observer

The SMC soccer team beat the University of Chicago, 2-1, as Jordan scored all three goals. The Falcons will play host Kalamazoo College Wednesday, October 7.

The New York Mets announced yesterday that Davey Johnson will relinquish his duties as manager at the end of the 1986 season. He will replace the special assistant to the vice-president for baseball operations. - The Observer

Sports Briefs

Events accepted in writing Sunday through Friday. Days of the Week appear in the first column of the left-hand page. The Observer Student Center before 3 p.m. on the day prior to publication. - The Observer
Tigers clinch American League East on final day

Associated Press

DETOUR - The Detroit Tigers took advantage of one of the best pitching staffs in baseball history to win the American League East title Sunday, beating the Toronto Blue Jays 1-0 behind the six-hit pitching of Jim Key.

The Blue Jays lost their last seven games of the season, including three in a row in this season-ending series in Detroit, squandering a lead on the Tigers that was three- and-a-half games on Sept. 26.

The Tigers, who got a home run from Larry Herndon in the clincher, finished the season two games ahead of the Blue Jays and avoided a one-game playoff that would have been held here Monday if the Blue Jays had won.

Tannen, 15-10, pitched his third shutout, walking three and striking out nine. Herndon put the Tigers ahead with a two-run double in the seventh against Toronto ace Jimmy Key, 17-4, who allowed only three hits, struck out eight and finished with the AL era title at 2.76.

All seven of the games the Blue Jays played and the Tigers played in the final two weeks of the season were decided by one run, and both went extra innings, including Saturday's 8-5, 12-inning victory that put the Tigers a game ahead of Toronto.

Toronto played six of the games without All-Star shortstop Tony Fernandez and catcher Ernie Whitt missed the last three games with two cracked ribs. Fernandez suffered a broken elbow on Sept. 24 when he hit while making a great collapse in an attempt to put the Tigers a game ahead of the Twins, who already had clinched the AL west.

The Tigers began their second American League playoff in four years on Wednesday three games behind the Twins, who already had clinched the AL west. The Tigers clinched the division, and the World Series, in 1984.

Reggie Jackson played his last major league baseball game yesterday in the Oakland A's win over the Chicago White Sox. The story concludes with the action yesterday, the final day of the 1987 regular season.
ND men run well in Invitational

By TIM SULLIVAN
Sports Writer

When is finishing third a cause to be happy?

When your name is Joe Pine and your cross-country team is improving with each successive meet.

On Friday at the Burke Memorial Golf Course, the Notre Dame men's cross-country team continued to post extremely well-placing third out of an impressive 16-team field at the 32nd annual Notre Dame Invitational. The only teams to beat the Irish were Michigan (with an impressive total of 64 points) and Edinboro (84), the defending Division II National Champion. Notre Dame's point total was 109.

"I'm really pleased with the way we ran," said Pine, the Notre Dame coach. "And I think we can run even better." Going into the race, Pine was naturally hoping to win, but, realistically, he knew that

A top-five finish would be tough. His runners, however, ran their best meet of the season for the third place finish.

Notre Dame senior Dan Garret
ted him, typical, excellent race, but the key ingredient for the Irish was the performance of the fourth and fifth place Irish runners, Pat Kearns and Rick Mulvey.

Kearns, a freshman, caught up to Mulvey, a senior at the two-mile mark, and the two ran together the rest of the way. Both runners finished with the best times of their careers.

"My performance wouldn't have been possible without Pat Kearns," noted Mulvey. "Coach Pine always stresses helping each other out, and it worked." As for Garrett, he, too, is consistently improving. On Friday the Notre Dame captain outgunned the entire field except for John Scherer of Mich
gan, who qualified for the NCAA's last year in both cross
country and the 10,000 meter run. His time of 24:18.2 was seven seconds better than his time of a week ago on the same course.

"Danny ran real well," said Pine. "Scherer is a great run
ner, but Danny made him work for it." Behind Garrett was sophomore Mike O'Connor (sixth place), junior Ron Markert (twenty-fourth), and then Kearns and Mulvey (thirty-three and forty-six respectively).

According to Mulvey, the team feels they have still better performances ahead of them. "Surprised is not the word," said Mulvey of his reaction to the third-place finish. "we are definitely not satisfied with losing. Our ultimate goal is to go to the Nationals. I think we are on that road."

"We may not be the favorite to go (to the Nationals), but I think we can surprise a lot of people."

GO FROM COLLEGE TO THE ARMY WITHOUT MISSING A BEAT.

Chet Lemon and the Detroit Tigers have a lot to celebrate after their 1-0 win over Toronto yesterday, giving the Tigers the American League East championship. Major League highlights are on page 12.

ND women runners show team form

By GREG GUFFEY
Sports Writer

The women's cross country team finally achieved something at the Notre Dame Invitational Friday that has alluded in past meets—a good overall team effort.

The Irish finished fifth in the inaugural 10-team event by placing their top five runners in the top 25. More importantly, the time gap was only 1:28, 28 seconds quicker than last week at the National Catholic Championships.

"I was pleased," coach Dan Ryan said. "The time spread was better between first and fifth place. We shortened that a lot.

Virginia took first place in the tourney with 38 points. The Cavaliers were paced by Patty Matava who won the meet with a time of 17:59.4. Hillsdale was second with 70 points, Kent State third at 77, Ball State fourth at 106, and Notre Dame fifth with 117.

"Virginia is a very strong team," Ryan said. "Hillsdale is second in the NAIA, and Kent and State are Strong Mid-American Conference teams. Ball State beat us because they packed better at one and two. I think we can beat them at the end of the year."

Junior co-captain Theresa Rice led the harriers with a time of 18:46.6, good enough for fourth place. She finished before both Matava, who was third in the nation last year, Malone's Margarite Skojo, the 5000m NAIA defending track champ, and Hillsdale's Gina Van Liar, the NAIA cross country champion.

"She's running excellent times," Ryan said. "She's learning to run with the front runners, and she's running with national champions."

"I'm really pleased with the second Irish finisher in 20th place with a clocking of 19:35.4. She was followed by Julia Merkle in 25th at 19:35.4, and Lisa
een Lehman in 34th at 20:03. and Wendy Murray in 36th spot with a time of 20:12.4."

"We had very strong perfor
mances at one through five" Ryan said. "The times were slow today because of the rain and the wet grass."

Ryan says the Irish are beginning to pick up the slack left with Terry Perry, who normally one of the top finishers, went out with a stress fracture.

The Irish
teenth-ranked Northwestern
term last Wednesday was awarded an eight-game winning streak, but the Irish blew by DePaul on Thursday, 15-3, 15-14, 16-14 and Butler on Friday, 15-4, 15-10, 15-14.

Notre Dame now has nearly a week off before taking on Kentucky at home on Friday night.
"It'll be nice to have four straight days of practice for once," said Lambert. "It was a tough week with four straight games; three on the road, but it's nice to be back at home for a while."

Irish

The hardest thing about break
ing into professional music is well, breaking into professional music. So if you're looking for any oppor
unity to turn your musical talent into a full-time performing career, take a good look at the Army.

It's not all parades and John Phillips. Soo Nio to Arrick credits rock, waltz and boogie as well as march, and they perform before concert aud         ences as spectators.

With an average of 40 performances a month, there's also the opportunity for travel—not only across America, but possibly abroad.

Most important, you can expect a first-rate professional environment from your instructors, facilities and fellow musicians. The Army has educational programs that can help you repay your federally-insured student loans. If you can sight-read music, performing in the Army could be your big break. Write: Chief, Army Bands Office, Fort Benjamin Harrison, IN 46216-5005. Or call toll free 1-800-USA-ARMY.
NEW YORK - There was some good football, some mediocore football and enough bad football for a full show of "Football Follies."

It was Strike Sunday in the NFL, a kaleidoscope of picket lines, empty seats, strange plays, unlikely heroes and goats.

"We’ve just witnessed a bit of history, I suppose," Bengals Coach Sam Wyche said after his team lost 16-9 to San Diego in a game marked by fumbles on three of the first eight plays.

In most places, the "crowds," were hardly that, kept away by pickets or the prospect of B-team football.

And where members of the A-Team showed up, they didn’t always fare that well.

The biggest hero among the picket-line crossers was the Colts’ Gary Hogeboom, who tied a 22-year-old team record with five touchdown passes in the 47-4 rout of Buffalo.

But St. Louis and New England, with veterans back, lost to Washington, back in and Cleveland, which had none.

Dallas didn’t bother to use Danny White, Tony Dorsett or Mike Renfro in its 38-24 win over the New York Jets, one of the heroes were old, but most were new.

More often, the heroes were the likes of John Fourcade, Mike Hohensee, Ed Rubbert and Anthony Allen. Plus Vince Evans, an eight-year veteran who hadn’t played since the USFL’s Chicago team folded in 1985.

Fourcade has three touchdown passes for New Orleans in a 37-13 win over the Rams in the Superdome, where the all-time low crowd of 29,745 chanted "Day on Strike."

Hohensee, a bartender until two weeks ago, threw his in Chicago’s win in Philadelphia.

Evans completed 10 of his 18 passes for 228 yards and rushed for 63 yards on four carries for the Raiders. He threw for two touchdowns and scored his touchdown on a 4-yard bootleg run early in the second quarter.

Rubbert, a rookie free-agent from Louisville and Allen, a former Atlanta Falcon and USFL player, combined on three touchdown passes in the Redskins’ upset of the Cardinals. Allen, who just arrived in camp Friday, set a Redskins’ receiving record with 235 yards, including an 88-yard reception that was the longest in Washington for 12 years.

There were also signs of ineptitude, both by veterans and replacements.

There were nine turnovers and 26 penalties in Dallas’ win over the Jets, in which Kevin Sweeney, cut in preseason, replaced White and had just six completions, three for touchdow.

New England’s Tony Collins, a starting running back who returned to camp this week, ran for just 34 yards in 15 carries and fumbled twice in another upset. The Patriots, with five veterans back, lost 20-10 to Cleveland, which had none.

Ken Lacy, a former USFL player with the Kansas City Chiefs, fumbled twice in first-and-goal situations on the Los Angeles Raiders’ two-yard line. The Raiders recovered both times.

Associated Press

"There were nine turnovers and 26 penalties in Dallas’ win over the Jets, in which Kevin Sweeney, cut in preseason, replaced White and had just six completions, three for touchdowns."

New England’s Tony Collins, a starting running back who returned to camp this week, ran for just 34 yards in 15 carries and fumbled twice in another upset. The Patriots, with five veterans back, lost 20-10 to Cleveland, which had none.

Ken Lacy, a former USFL player with the Kansas City Chiefs, fumbled twice in first-and-goal situations on the Los Angeles Raiders’ two-yard line. The Raiders recovered both times.

A disgruntled Atlanta Falcons fan fills out a form requesting a refund on his tickets for Sunday’s game between the non-union Falcons and Steelers. On the Inset, Gene Upshaw faces

the press during these trying times for the entire NFL. Results of yesterday’s games are at left.

AP Photos

"There were nine turnovers and 26 penalties in Dallas’ win over the Jets, in which Kevin Sweeney, cut in preseason, replaced White and had just six completions, three for touchdowns."

New England’s Tony Collins, a starting running back who returned to camp this week, ran for just 34 yards in 15 carries and fumbled twice in another upset. The Patriots, with five veterans back, lost 20-10 to Cleveland, which had none.

Ken Lacy, a former USFL player with the Kansas City Chiefs, fumbled twice in first-and-goal situations on the Los Angeles Raiders’ two-yard line. The Raiders recovered both times.

A disgruntled Atlanta Falcons fan fills out a form requesting a refund on his tickets for Sunday’s game between the non-union Falcons and Steelers. On the Inset, Gene Upshaw faces

the press during these trying times for the entire NFL. Results of yesterday’s games are at left.
**Campus**

12 p.m. - 1 p.m. Multicultural Fall Fest Fireside Chat by Prof. Matta on the Middle East, ISO Lounge.
12 p.m. - 1 p.m. Culture on the Quad sponsored by the Spanish Club.
3 p.m. - 5 p.m. Computer Minicourse, Excel (Spreadsheet), Room 115 Computing Center, limit 24. To register call Betty at 239-5604. Also Wednesday, October 7.
3 p.m. - 5 p.m. Computer Minicourse, Job Control Language, Terminal Laboratory, Computing Center, limit 34. To register, call Betty at 239-5604.
4:30 p.m. Chemistry Department Organic Synthesizes Inc. Distinguished Lecture, "Sulfoximine, Enzymatic and Noble Metal Routes to Natural Products," by Prof. Carl Johnson, Wayne State University. 123 Nieuwland Science Hall.
4:30 p.m. Multicultural Fall Fest Ethnic Entertainment: Mexican Folklore Dancers, Fieldhouse Mall.
7 p.m. Presentation/Reception: Manufacturers National Bank of Detroit invites all Finance, Accountancy, and Economics students interested in discovering career opportunities with them to attend. Sponsored by Career and Placement Services, Notre Dame Room, Morris Inn.
7 p.m. ND Communication and Theatre Film "Applause," 1929, Annenberg Auditorium.
7:30 p.m. WWF Superstars of Wrestling, $12 and $9. ACC
9:00 p.m. ND Communication and Theatre Film "Kiss Me Deadly," 1955. Directed by Robert Aldrich. Annenberg Auditorium.

**Dinner Menus**

**Notre Dame**
- Veal Parmesan Grinder
- Spaghetti and Shells with Veal Parmesan Grinder
- Filet of Sole Florentine
- Garlic Baked Chicken
- Saint Mary's
- Hawaiian Ham Steak
- Italian Style Lasagna
- Apple Swedish Pancakes
- Deli Bar

**Movies this Week:**

**The Color Purple:**
Wednesday and Thursday
7:00, 10:00 pm

**Heartbreak Ridge**
Friday and Saturday
7:00, 9:30, 12:00

**Comics**

**Bloom County**

**Beernuts**

**Mark Williams**

**The Daily Crossword**

**The Far Side**

**Engineering Auditorium**

$2:00 Admission
Sponsored by S.U.B.
Sports

Irish volleyball tops Hawkeyes

By BRIAN O'GARA
Sports Writer

After dropping a tough contest with Northwestern last Wednesday, the Notre Dame volleyball team rallied back to win nine-straight games and improve its record to 14-3.

The Irish concluded their hectic week of four matches in four days with an impressive sweep of Iowa, 15-10, 15-8, 15-9, Saturday evening in the Joyce ACC.

"It's been a long road trip this past month," said Head Coach Art Lambert, "and we're delighted to come home. We didn't play as well as we are capable, but I think the players were a little weary and I'm delighted to win the match. It was not an artistic success, but it was a good win for us.

Iowa jumped out to a 2-0 lead in the opening game before the Irish rallied to take a 5-2 lead behind a kill and service ace by sophomore Kathy Cunnigham and several Hawkeye miscues. Iowa stayed close to Notre Dame by finding the gaps in the Irish backcourt, but junior Mary Kay Waller teamed with Kathy Baker and Maureen Sherihan to score next meeting until 15-12. She and Waalr teamed for the final two blocks as the Irish ran away with the game and the match with a 15-9 win in the third game.

Bennett led the Irish in kills with 16, while Cunningham added 13 kills and 13 digs. She and Waller led the defense at the net with 11 blocks each.

"Iowa is not a formally predictable team," said Lam­ bert, "so it was good for us to play them. We had to adjust of­ ten and be on our toes all night.
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Soccer team wins in OT, 4-2

By PETE GEGEN
Assistant Sports Editor

The Irish soccer team over­ came a second-half lull known to defeat Wisconsin 4-2 in over­ time Friday night. Forward Tom Murphy and Bruce "Tiger" McCourt both scored in the second overtime period to bring Notre Dame its 11th win on the season without a defeat against a Big Ten team.

In a cold, windy first half it appeared Notre Dame would dominate the game. The Irish controlled the midfield, and they scored the first goal of the game when midfielder Rolfe Behrje headed home his fifth goal of the season on a direct kick by forward Randy Morris.

Morris assisted again on a goal by John Cunnigham that left in the half. He fed a perfect pass to midfielder John Cunnigham, who volleyed home his 12th goal in as many games. Morris' two assists move him to second place on Notre Dame's all-time assist list with 24. He needs only six more to overtake Sami Kahale for the lead.

"I'm not looking for assists," said Morris. "What's happened is different people have different roles on the team, and after three or four games it all started to fall in place. Tiger and Joey Sternberg have been scoring the goals and I've been getting the assists.

The second half was a differ­ ent story as Wisconsin took charge of the game and had the Irish chasing the ball.

"They wanted it very badly," said Irish head coach Dennis Grace, who was feeling the ef­ fects of the flu. "I usually yell at the players at the half, but this time I didn't think to, and when I did they were just all over us the second half. I have to take part of the blame for not getting the players ready.

Wisconsin's Steve Rose head for women because we have in further and more rapid develop­ ment. There probably will be many women coming from classes. That's of major importance to a university and to our kids. Secondly, the more events we have on our campus the more recreational and en­ tertainment we provide to the community - primarily to the university community but curiously to our surrounding community.

I don't know what the spil­ lover effect is of just the foot­ ball programs. I saw a study that Penn State did as to what their programs mean to their community, and I am absol­utely convinced that the eco­ nomic effects of this program are immense. I don't have any statistical information, but an­ nually someplace between $20-$100 million of economic activity is resulting from the state's support of this area by reason of just the foot­ ball program.

Having more events here has an economic benefit. It's a true statement that we raise more money by playing at home than on the road.

Q: We've talked about how there are more women coming to Notre Dame. Can you see adding more women's pro­ grams to Notre Dame? A: I would suspect that for us to live up to our responsibilities to our total constituency, that we're going to be expanding the offerings menu of oppor­ tunities to both women and men. I think that it's a truism that the need for women is still in development stage. Women at this university are currently not at maximum capacity. There are areas that need to be looked at, and we have to find ways to support them if they are indeed beneficial to our stu­ dents.

It may well be that in the life of intercollegiate athletics that we will be doing some things differently and may be doing everything we currently don't do. We're currently making an analysis of this very issue within the department. We're looking at not only what we do but at what needs exist in our current programs. We're also assessing other opportunities so that we can have kind of a blueprint for where we'd like to go in the future. Changes are if we know where we'd like to go we might even get there.

Q: Turning quickly to some of the issues that have been dis­ cussed in previous years, there has been a big debate nation­ ally about Notre Dame joining a conference. What are your views on that?

A: We are today looking at limited conference affiliation. Pure and simple our two major revenue producing sports, football and basketball, substantially generate all the revenues to support all the ath­ letic programs here. It would be financially perhaps suicidal if not incredibly difficult for us to consider taking either one of those two major revenue pro­ ducers and abandoning our in­ dependent status and putting them in a current conference. I must say that it is a dynamic issue to consider.